**British Colonies After 1800...**

What were the reasons for establishing colonies in Australia after 1800? Use your iPad to investigate these main reasons. Use dot jots to record what you find out.

- The industrial Revolution was the transition to a new manufacturing process in the period from about 1760 to 1820 in the 18th century.
  - It includes more people going to cities.
  - It was a faster process.

- Expanding the Empire (well...beating the French to it!)
  - The French wanted new land but Australia had other plans of taking new land.
  - Britain alone again, Britan military activity was reduced.
  - Both countries came to a dead end because they didn't have money to spend on wars.

- Wars with America and France
  - During the American Revolutionary War, France recognized and allied herself with the United States in 1778 declared war on Great Britain.
  - Most of the war happened on sea.
  - They didn't have pistols.
  - America was saying they wanted to be independent.